ABSTRACT. Exact probability formulae are developed, with no restrictive assumptions, for use with tests which produce data of the constant failure rate type. Althouah universally valid, the formulae are particularly apropos when straitened test circumstances are dictated. Programming suqoestlons are included,
This last expression, then Is a probability function In the discrete variable k. Unfortunately, however. It does not suffice. In most test designs. It will be possible to define event arbitrarily and to observe the value of k exactly, but nothing will be known about x. Usually, In fact, x will be the principal value sought. A probability function In x Is regulred. (10)
The term-to-term recurrence ratio is */(k ♦ i). Since z is constant while (k ■•■ 1) increases without hound, the series will (eventually) converge for all positive values of z. is thp well-known Maclaurin series for e z . Therefore the two solutions are inriood pquivalent .
It is a fart that if the upper limit of integration be taken at the maxiTium (w = 1; i.e., z = k), the level of confidence will always be less than 1/? and hence of little statistical interest. (See Table 1 .) However, the arnumpnt 7 = k has an important use of a different sort. It enables us to select -i series for computlnq whose terms are known to decrease monotonically. This results in worthwhile economy for larger values of k. There are two rases to consider. 
M k I k -1 First: Tho number of terms becomes excessive. If the series Is summed .is though it were iin infinite ser1es--1 .e., the relative size of each new term is observed--the process can be truncated when additional terms no longer dffecl the result in the computer. Second: Large factorials will overflow the computer. To circumvent this, the first term of the series is computed by logarithms. Stirling's formula (k • 11) is given by 1, In |k --0.91893 8533P + (k + -) In k e -2 e
The first term is (disregarding sign)
; hence, its logarithm will be Ir^ |k^ which should not cause overflow within the range of useful k ln e z -z numbers. For any Zj, compute P(Zj), f(Zj) and f'(zj). The required incremental area is of course P(z) -P(z^). We approximate this area with a trapezoid of width Az whose ordinates are f(zj) and f(Zi) + tufiZi). We have seen earlier that the first term of the wanted series for P(zi) is a and s thus determined are designated by a tilde (a, s) . There are several steps in the solution.
Step One. For any Sj, compute f(s i ), f'(Sj), P{s^).
(To begin, set s 0 = k + /k.)
Step Two, For each s^, solve for the value a < k such that f(a) B fts^j. Step Three. The value f(a<) s f(sj having been found, compute P(aj). (The values for a^ and f'fa^) will already have been computed.) The desired incremental area is L -P(S|) + P(a^)
Step Four. The incremental area always will appear In two separate parts. The ratio of these areas can be estimated gulte closely by the slopes. Thus f-^^')(-^W) will appear on the right. It is convenient to express the ratio In terms of the orciinates. and that dividing both sides of this equation by r(x) will produce a probability relationship. Also,
This latter series terminates when k = j.
For laroe values of z, compute f(z) by logarithms.
Stirlinq's formula for lnel~ is useful here. If k does not chanae, it need be computerl hut once. 3. COMPUTING 7 (L specified). To the above, add equations (6), (7) and 
